## Meeting with T&E on EU/US

### Meeting date and place

Meeting held on 16/08/2018 09:30 in Brussels

### Participating organisation(s) & representative(s)

| Ms [Art.4.1(b)] | - - Transport and Environment (European Federation for Transport and Environment) (TRN: SS744633263-19) | Participant- Requester- |

### Main issues discussed

Meeting to inform T&E on the July Joint Statement and to explain that there was no intention to launch a comprehensive trade negotiation with the US but only a narrow negotiation focused on industrial tariffs. Also clarified nature of discussions on soybeans and LNG.

### Directorate or unit

TRADE E

### Internal participants

Mr GARCIA BERCERO Ignacio TRADE E (ignacio.garcia-bercero@ec.europa.eu) Participant, Notetaker, Requested for.

### Author(s) of minutes

[Art.4.1(b)]

### Validator and validation date

GARCIA BERCERO Ignacio validated the minutes on 06/02/2019 10:52
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